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Abstract—Layout hotspot detection is of great importance in
the physical verification flow. Deep neural network models have
been applied to hotspot detection and achieved great successes.
The layouts can be viewed as binary images. The binarized neu-
ral network (BNN) can thus be suitable for the hotspot detection
problem. In this article, we propose a new deep learning archi-
tecture based on BNNs to speed up the neural networks in
hotspot detection. A new binarized residual neural network is
carefully designed for hotspot detection. Experimental results on
ICCAD 2012 and 2019 benchmarks show that our architecture
outperforms previous hotspot detectors in detecting accuracy and
has an 8× speedup over the best deep learning-based solution.
Since the BNN-based model is quite computationally efficient,
a good tradeoff can be achieved between the efficiency and
performance of the hotspot detector by applying ensemble learn-
ing approaches. Experimental results show that the ensemble
models achieve better hotspot detection performance than the
original with acceptable speed loss.

Index Terms—Binarized neural network (BNN), deep neural
network, hotspot detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE LITHOGRAPHIC printability is one of the most crit-
ical issues in nanoscale integrated circuits. Although var-

ious resolution enhancement techniques have been proposed to
improve the printability in the past years, there still exist sensi-
tive layout patterns which would lead to manufacture defects.
These lithographic hotspots should be detected and fixed at
early design stages.

Two classes of hotspot detection approaches have been
proposed recently: 1) pattern matching-based approach and
2) machine-learning-based approach. The pattern matching-
based methods characterize the hotspots as explicit patterns
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and identify the hotspots by matching these patterns. In [1]
and [2], the hotspots are encoded by strings and modified
transitive closure graphs. In [3], a graph is used to rep-
resent the layout. The hotspots are encoded as the critical
“faces” of the graph. In [4], density-based layout encoding and
principal components analysis (PCA) are integrated to detect
the hotspot. In [5], a tangent space-based distance metric is
proposed to classify the hotspot patterns. Generally, pattern
matching-based approaches are relatively fast, but impossible
to detect the unseen patterns.

To address this problem, machine-learning-based
approaches have been proposed recently. In the machine-
learning-based approaches, implicit models are built by
learning from the existing training data. It is possible
to detect the unseen hotspots through the generalization
capacities of the machine learning models. However, the
false alarm issues should be carefully treated in the machine
learning approaches [6], [7]. In [8]–[10], the neural network
and support vector machine (SVM) are proposed for hotspot
detection. In [11], Adaboost and decision tree are adopted
for fast hotspot detection. In [12], multikernel SVM and
critical feature extraction are adopted for hotspot detection.
In [13], an unsupervised SVM model and histogram-based
layout representation are applied to predict hotspots. In [14],
optimized concentric circle sampling (CCS) feature [15] and
online learning scheme are proposed for hotspot detection.
In [16], an algorithm for pattern matching which dissects
patterns into rectangles based on polygon edges is proposed.
In [17], a methodology for machine-learning-based hotspot
detection that uses lithography information to build SVM
during its learning process is proposed.

Deep neural networks have demonstrated great successes in
the image classification, object detection tasks in the commu-
nity of computer vision. Some breakthroughs are achieved in
hotspot detection problem as well [18]–[22]. Yang et al. [18]
proposed a deep learning model that takes the original lay-
out image as input and contains more than 20 layers to detect
the hotspots. Yang et al. [19] proposed a deep neural network
that replaces all pooling layers with stride convolution layers.
In [22], a convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture
is proposed for the hotspot detection. It can achieve a nice
balance between the accuracy and the suppression of false
alarms. The features of the hotspots are represented as the
truncated coefficients of the discrete cosine transforms of the
patterns. And floating-point arithmetic is employed in the CNN
architecture. However, the discrete cosine transforms would
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miss the spatial information of the patterns and the floating-
point arithmetic-based neural network would be computation
intensive.

The layouts can be viewed as binary images. The binarized
neural network (BNN) might thus be suitable for constructing
an efficient hotspot detector. In our preliminary work [23],
we propose a new deep learning architecture based on BNNs
to speed up the neural networks in hotspot detection. The
downsampled images of the patterns are taken as the inputs
directly, and the spatial information of the patterns can be fully
exploited in our approach. A new binarized residual neural
network is carefully designed for hotspot detection. Compared
with the floating-point arithmetic-based neural network, the
BNNs are computationally efficient. Experimental results on
ICCAD 2012 Contest benchmarks show that our architecture
outperforms all previous hotspot detectors in detecting accu-
racy and has an 8× speedup over the best deep learning-based
solution. To further improve the performance of the well-
performed BNN-based architecture, we adopt the ensemble
learning approaches which combine the BNN-based model
and its two shallower virant models. The experimental results
show that the ensemble model achieves better hotspot detec-
tion performance compared with the original BNN-base model
with acceptable efficiency loss.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
Section II, the background of hotspot detection is presented.
In Section III, we propose the BNN-based hotspot detection
method. In Section IV, we show the details of the ensem-
ble learning models. In Section V, experimental results are
shown to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method.
In Section VI, we conclude this article.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we will present the problem formulation of
layout hotspot detection and then review the background of
BNNs and ensemble learning algorithms.

A. Problem Formulation

The lithographic process in chip manufacturing may involve
various variations, which can cause potential open or short
circuit failures and result in performance degradation and
yield reduction. Layout patterns that are sensitive to process
variations are defined as hotspots.

In the hotspot detection process, the most important issue
is to correctly detect as many hotspots as possible. Identifying
an instance as a hotspot which is nonhotspot should also
be avoided. The following metrics are used to evaluate the
performance of the hotspot detector.

Table I shows the confusion matrix of the hotspot detection
problem, where TN denotes the true negative, FN denotes the
false negative, FP denotes the false positive, and TP denotes
the true positive. We have the following definitions.

Definition 1 (Accuracy): The ratio of correctly predicted
hotspots among the set of actual hotspots [24]

Accuracy = # TP

# TP + # FN
. (1)

Fig. 1. Hotspot in the layout.

TABLE I
CONFUSION MATRIX OF HOTSPOT DETECTION PROBLEMS

Definition 2 (False Alarm): The number of incorrectly pre-
dicted nonhotspots [24]

False Alarm = # FP. (2)

Definition 3 [Overall Detection and Simulation Time
(ODST)]: The sum of the lithography simulation time for lay-
out patterns detected as hotspots (including real hotspots and
false alarms) and the learning model evaluation time [14]

ODST = (# FP + # TP)tls
+ (# TN + # FN + # FP + # TP)tev (3)

where tls is the lithography simulation time per instance and
tev is the model evaluation time per instance.

Observe that through utilizing multicore parallelism, the
simulation time for each layout core is around 10 s, thus in
ODST calculation, we set tls to 10 s.

With the above definitions, the hotspot detection problem is
formulated as follows.

Problem 1 (Hotspot Detection): Given a dataset that con-
tains hotspot and nonhotspot instances, train a classifier that
can maximize the accuracy and minimize the false alarm.

B. Binarized Neural Networks

In recent years, deep convolution neural networks [25] have
led to a series of breakthroughs in various aspects of com-
puter vision, including image classification, object detection,
and semantic segmentation. Recently, they are also adopted
in hotspot detection problems [22]. However deep neural
networks often suffer from overparametrization and enormous
redundancy in their models which can result in enormous
computational and storage consumption [26]. Parameter quan-
tizing is usually applied to alleviate this problem because high
precision filters such as 32-b floating-point weights are not
necessary for deep neural networks. Thus, the weights can
be quantized to a low bit with acceptable accuracy loss. It
is demonstrated in [27] that a sparse neural network with
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Fig. 2. Difference between real-valued neural networks and BNNs.

+1/0/−1 weights can be trained in polynomial time. 32-b
floating-point activations are quantized to 8-b fixed-point inte-
gers in [28]. Neural networks with 3-b activations and ternary
weights are proposed in [29].

BNN is a special type of parameter quantizing method
because the weights are extremely quantized to 1 b. Fig. 2
shows the difference between real-valued neural networks
and BNNs. Due to the precision loss of parameters,
BNNs were believed to face serious performance degra-
dation [30]. However, expectation backpropagation (EPB)
is proposed in [31] to train a high-performance BNN. In
BinaryNet [32], [33], real-valued weights are used for bina-
rization and they are updated ignoring the binarization in the
backpropagation process. A BNN is obtained by retraining a
trained neural network with binary weights and binary inputs
in [34]. Rastegari et al. [35] adopted a new way of binarizing
parameters and activations and achieved huge advance in large
datasets such as ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition
Competition [36] (ILSVRC) 2012.

BNNs are inherently suitable for hardware implementa-
tion because binarization replaces floating-point operations
with binary operations which can be very efficiently operated
in logic circuits, such as FPGA and ASIC. It also reduces
the storage and memory bandwidth requirements which is
suitable for low-power embedded implementation. An FPGA-
based BNN accelerator synthesized from C++ to Verilog
is implemented in [37]. An architecture based on the two-
stage arithmetic unit (TSAU) is proposed in [38] to implement
the low-bit CNN on FPGA. A BNN accelerator on the
Xeon+FPGA platform is implemented in [39].

C. Ensemble Learning

Ensemble learning is a type of method that combines
multiple base learners to make a decision as shown in Fig. 3.
The main premise of ensemble learning is that the errors of
an individual model might be compensated by other models
so that it may achieve a better performance than the single
models. Gomes et al. [40] and Kulkarni and Sinha [41] listed
some comprehensive surveys on ensemble learning.

Fig. 3. Common ensemble architecture.

There are two main types of ensemble methods. One is
sequential ensemble methods that are able to convert weak
learners to strong learners. The base learners are generated
sequentially, with AdaBoost [42] as a representative. The other
is parallel ensemble methods which exploit the independence
between the base learners so as to reduce the error by combin-
ing independent base learners. The base learners are generated
in parallel, with Bagging [43] and Random Forest [44] as
representatives.

III. PROPOSED BNN-BASED HOTSPOT DETECTOR

Different from common RGB images and grayscale images,
layout patterns are inherently binarized. Thus, the BNN might
be suitable for classifying the hotspots and nonhotspots. A
BNN-based architecture is carefully designed to detect layout
hotspot efficiently considering the binarization property of the
layout patterns. We will present the details of the proposed
BNN-based hotspot detector in this section.

A. Convolutional Neural Networks and Gradient Descent

CNNs are widely adopted in deep learning models. A CNN
architecture usually consists of several convolution layers and
fully connected (FC) layers. An L-layer CNN architecture can
be defined as <W, T ,⊗, f >. W is the set of weights of the
network. Wl,k is the kth convolution filter of the lth layer.
Wl,k ∈ R

cin×wk×hk , where (cin, wk, hk) denote the number of
input channels, the width, and height of the convolution kernel,
respectively. T is the set of input tensors of the network,
where Tl is the input tensor of the lth layer and the output
tensor of the (l − 1)th layer as well. Tl ∈ R

cin×win×hin , where
(cin, win, hin) represents the channel, width, and height of the
input tensor. ⊗ represents the convolution computation which
is defined in

Tl ⊗ Wl,k
[
j, k

] =
ck∑

c=1

wk∑

w=1

hk∑

h=1

Wl,k[c, w, h]Tl
[
c, j − w, k − h

]
.

(4)

f represents the activation function so that Tl+1,k = f (Tl ⊗
Wl,k). Following the tradition, we use the rectified linear unit
(ReLU) activation function which is defined in (5) instead of
the old fashioned sigmoid activation function defined in (6)

ReLU(x) =
{

x x > 0
0 else

(5)

Sigmoid(x) = 1

1 + e−x
. (6)
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Fig. 4. Redesigned binarized network based on residual network.

The 2 × 2 max pooling performs 2 × 2 downsampling that
outputs the max value of the local 2 × 2 feature. It reveals
the overfitting problem by providing an abstracted form of the
representation and reduces the computational cost by reducing
the number of parameters. Global average pooling (GAP) is
widely used to reveal the overfitting by reducing the total num-
ber of parameters in the model in the last few years. Compared
with max pooling, the GAP performs a more extreme type
of dimensionality reduction. For a tensor with the shape of
c×w×h, GAP reduces the tensor to have dimensions c×1×1
in size where each w × h feature map is averaged to a single
number.

Gradient descent is an optimization algorithm used for find-
ing the weights or coefficients of machine learning algorithms,
including artificial neural networks, logistic regression, etc.
The model makes predictions on training data and the error
on the predictions is used to update the weight so as to reduce
the error. All parameters are updated according to their gra-
dients. Backpropagation [45] is widely applied to calculate
gradients when training neural networks.

Gradient descent can vary in terms of the number of
instances used to update the parameters. The three main kinds
of gradient descent are batch, stochastic, and mini-batch.

In the batch gradient descent (BGD), the error of each exam-
ple in the training set is calculated and the model gets updated
after all training instances are evaluated. The BGD updates the
model at the end of each training epoch. The BGD is compu-
tationally efficient and generates a more stable error gradient
which can result in a more stable convergence. However, the
stable gradient might lead to premature convergence of the
model to a less minima. The BGD usually requires the entire
training dataset in the memory which is not suitable for large
datasets.

In the stochastic gradient descent (SGD), the error is cal-
culated and the model is updated for each training instance in
the training set. The high model update frequency can result in
faster training speed on some problems and avoid local min-
ima. However, the noisy gradient can make the model hard
to converge. Also updating the model too frequently is more
computationally expensive than the BGD.

The mini-BGD (MGD) is a compromise approach. The
training set is split into small batches to calculate error and
update the model parameters. MGD tries to find a balance
between the efficiency of BGD and the robustness of SGD

and is suitable for large datasets. MGD is widely used in
the field of deep learning. The MGD requires an additional
hyperparameter “batch size” which should be carefully tuned.

B. Network Architecture

With networks going deeper, some problems begin to
influence the convergence of the network like gradient van-
ishing/exploding [46] and accuracy saturation. ResNets [47]
bypass information between layers via identity connections
called “shortcut connections” to relieve the effect of the
accuracy saturation problem.

Based on the philosophy of ResNet, we design our binarized
architecture to fit the hotspot detection problem. Considering
the size of the training set and the computational complexity, a
too deep network architecture is not appropriate. The network
is preliminarily set to be with fewer than 20 layers.

Our baseline network architecture is the ResNet-18 model.
The convolution layers of the original model are replaced
by binary convolution layers whose input/output tensors and
weights are binarized. We use two 3 × 3 binary convolution
layers as the basic building block. To further reduce the time
complexity and address the overfitting problem, the number
of layers is reduced and the number of filters of each layer is
readjusted. We generally follow the rule that the deeper a layer
is, the more filters it contains and keep as few filters as possi-
ble for all layers. Finally, we derive a 12-layer network which
achieves high speed and satisfies the accuracy requirement at
the same time.

Our network architecture is shown in Fig. 4. The 1 × 1
convolution blocks in the shortcut connections appear where
the input tensor and output tensor of a residual block do not
have the same shapes. The input tensor is convolved with 1×1
kernel to acquire the same tensor shape as the output tensor
so that they can be summed at the end of a residual block.

In the network architecture, each convolution block consists
of three cascaded layers: 1) batch normalization [48]; 2) bina-
rizing; and 3) binary convolution. Fig. 5 shows the structure
of a convolution block. The batch normalization layer normal-
izes the input tensor by its mean and variance. The binarizing
layer binarizes the input tensors as the input of the next binary
convolution layer. Following the practice in [35], the batch nor-
malization layer is placed before the binarizing layer to further
reduce the information loss due to binarization.
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Fig. 5. Typical BNN block structure.

C. Binarization Approach

After binarization, the parameters and input tensors of the
layers become binary. The corresponding L-layer BNN can
be defined as <B,AB, I,AT ,�, f >. The binary filter WB ∈
B and the scaling factor αB ∈ AB are used to estimate the
original full-precision filter W ∈ W . The binary input tensor
TB ∈ I and the scaling factor αT ∈ AT are used to estimate the
original input tensor Tin ∈ T . Here, WB ∈ {+1,−1}cin×wk×hk

and TB ∈ {+1,−1}cin×win×hin . αT ∈ R
cin×win×hin, αB ∈ R

+. �
represents the binarized convolution operation, which is much
faster than the full-precision convolution.

The convolution operation consists of shift kernel operations
and dot product operations. The weight filter slides over the
input tensor and the output is the inner product of the kernel
vector and the vector of the corresponding block in the input
tensor. To minimize the binarization loss of the convolution
operation, the gap between inner products of full-precision
input tensors and weight filters and those of binarized input
tensors and weight filters needs to be minimized.

Let W be the kernel which is an n-element vector and X
be the vector of the corresponding block in the input tensor,
n = wk ×hk. Let WB and XB be the binarized kernel and input
vector and αW and αX be the corresponding scaling factors so
that W � X ≈ αWWB � αXXB. Here, W, X ∈ R

n, WB, XB ∈
{−1,+1}n, and αW , αX ∈ R

+.
The binarizing method we adopt is similar to XNOR-

Net’s [35] except that different scaling factors for input vector
in different input channels are adopted which can estimate the
input tensor more accurately.

The binarization loss of inner product operation Li is
defined in

Li(WB, XB, αW , αX) = ‖W � X − αWWB � αXXB‖2. (7)

Minimizing binarization loss can be rewritten to the
optimization problem in

W∗
B, X∗

B, α∗
W , α∗

X = arg min
WB,XB,αW ,αX

Li(WB, XB, αW , αX). (8)

To simplify the problem, we define C = W � X, CB =
WB � XB and α = αWαX , where C ∈ R

n, CB ∈ {−1,+1}n

and α ∈ R
+. Equation (8) can be rewritten as

C∗
B, α∗ = arg min

CB,α

‖C − αCB‖2. (9)

Solving the optimization problem, we have

C∗
B = sign(C)

α∗ = 1

n
‖C‖l1. (10)

Since W∗
B and X∗

B are independent, we decompose C∗
B and

α∗ to get W∗
B, X∗

B, α∗
W , α∗

X

W∗
B = sign(W), X∗

B = sign(X)

α∗
W = ‖W‖l1

n
, α∗

X = ‖X‖l1

n
. (11)

According to the calculations above, the estimated weight W̃
and the estimated corresponding input vector X̃ are

W̃ = 1

n
sign(W)‖W‖l1

X̃ = 1

n
sign(X)‖X‖l1. (12)

D. Training Binarized Networks

Like normal CNNs, we train our network with the
MGD [49] approach which can utilize computation resources
more efficiently than SGD. A group of instances are randomly
picked from the training set to perform forward and backward
process in each training iteration.

During the training process, the main objective is to update
the real-valued kernel W. Backpropagation [45] is widely
applied to calculate gradients when training neural networks.
Modern deep learning libraries can easily calculate the gradi-
ents of the kernels of a normal CNN with backpropagation.
The key difference between CNN and BNN architecture is
the sign function sign(r). The derivative of the sign function
is zero almost everywhere which can interdict the propagation
of the gradients. To compute the gradient for sign function, we
adopt the straight-through estimator introduced in [33] which
considers the saturation effect

∂sign(x)

∂x
= 1‖x‖<1 (13)

where 1‖x‖<1 is the indicator function which is defined as
follows:

1‖x‖<1 =
{

1, ‖x‖ < 1
0, else.

(14)

Adopting the binarization approach, in the forward process,
the estimated convolution kernel W̃ is

W̃ = α∗
WW∗

B (15)

whose gradient can be calculated via standard backward
propagation according to (13).

The gradients of the real-valued weights are calculated
in (16) via the chain rule

∂l

∂W
= ∂l

∂W̃

∂W̃
∂W

= ∂l

∂W̃

∂
(

1
n‖W‖l1sign(W)

)

∂W

= ∂l

∂W̃

(
1

n
+ α∗

W1‖W‖<1

)
(16)

where (∂l/∂W) and (∂l/∂W̃) denote the gradients of the loss
function l with respect to the full-precision weight W and
estimated weight W̃.
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Algorithm 1 Training a BNN
Input: (T0, Y): a minibatch of input tensors and labels;

1: l(Y, Yout): loss function;
2: W t: current real-valued weight;
3: L: number of layers;
4: n: kernel size of layers;
5: ηt: current learning rate;

Output: W t+1: updated real-valued weight; ηt+1: updated
learning rate.

6: 1. Forward Process:
7: for k = 1 to L do
8: Bt

k = BinarizeWeight(W t
k)

9: Tk+1 = BinarizeInput(BatchNorm(Tk)) � Bt
k

10: end for
11: Yout = TL+1
12: 2. Backward Process:
13: for k = L to 1 do
14: ∂l

∂Tk
= BinaryBackward( ∂l

∂Tk+1
, Tk)

15: ∂l
∂Bt

k
= BinaryBackward( ∂l

∂Tk+1
,Bt

k)

16: ∂l
∂W t

k
= 1

nl
(1 + ‖W t

k‖l11‖W t
k‖<1)

∂l
∂Bt

k
17: end for
18: 3. Update Parameters:
19: W t+1, ηt+1 = Update(W t, ∂l

∂W t , η
t)

20: return W t+1, ηt+1

The procedure for training a BNN is shown in Algorithm 1.
The called procedures are listed as follows.

1) BatchNorm(): Batch normalization function.
2) BinarizeWeight(): Weight binarization function.
3) BinarizeInput(): Input tensor binarization function.
4) BinaryBackward(): Binarized backward function.
5) Update(): Optimizer for updating weights and learning

rates.
In Algorithm 1, we binarize the convolution kernel and

input tensor and compute the output from first to the Lth layer
first. Next, we calculate the gradients of the binarized weights
(∂l/∂Bt) using the standard backpropagation algorithm. Then,
we calculate the gradients of the real-valued weights (∂l/∂W t)

according to (16). Finally, we update the parameters and learn-
ing rate with an appropriate optimizer, e.g., NAdam [50] in this
article.

E. Implementation Details

We present the implementation details in this section.
1) Redundant Computations in Overlapping Areas: During

the binary convolution, each time the binary convolution kernel
WB ∈ {−1,+1}Rcin×wk×hk shifts over the input tensor Tin ∈
R

cin×win×hin , the scaling factor αX for the corresponding input
vector X ∈ R

cin×wk×hk needs to be recomputed. Because the
stride of convolution is usually lower than the kernel size,
there are overlaps between these input vectors, which leads
to a large number of redundant computations. To address this
problem, we first compute |Tin| which is the scaling factor
of the input tensor for every single pixel. For kernels whose
shape is not 1 × 1, these scaling factors need to be averaged

Fig. 6. Remove redundant computations during scaling factor calculations.

by the shape of the kernel. Next, we construct a matrix K with
shape of [wk, hk] whose every element is (1/wkhk). Matrix K
is used to average |Tin| locally by convolving |Tin| with K for
each channel. The scaling factor for input tensor is αT

αT(c) = |Tin(c, :, :)| ⊗ K (17)

where ⊗ represents the full-precision convolution. The final
output of the binary convolution layer is expressed as

Tout = αB(sign(Tin) � sign(WB)) � αT (18)

where αB is the scaling factor for the kernel and � represents
the binary convolution which is much faster than the full-
precision convolution. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6.

2) Biased Learning Algorithm: The loss function we use
is softmax cross-entropy which can provide speedup for back-
propagation and is widely adopted in deep learning models.
In the hotspot detection task, each instance xi that belongs to
class c has a ground-truth label y∗

i , that is

y∗
i [k] =

{
1 k = c
0 k 	= c

(19)

where k ∈ {0, 1} in the hotspot detection problem. The pre-
dicted vector and ground-truth label y∗

i are regard as the
probability distribution of the classes. The hotspot instance
has a label of y∗

h = [0, 1] and the nonhotspot instance has a
label of y∗

n = [1, 0]. To generate the loss, the output vector
[xn, xh] is normalized with the softmax function

x′
n = exn

exn + exh

x′
h = exh

exn + exh
. (20)

The cross entropy loss is defined in

L = −(
log

(
x′

n

)
y∗

i [0] + log
(
x′

h

)
y∗

i [1]
)
. (21)

Note that the dataset is quite biased which contains much
more nonhotspot instances than the hotspot instances. To
further improve the detecting accuracy of our model, the
biased learning in [22] is adopted after the model is trained
with Algorithm 1. The trained model is fine-tuned with non-
hotspot’s label changed to y∗

n = [1 − ε, ε] and hotspot’s label
keeps the same. ε is the bias term. In our experiment, we
set ε = 0.2. The bias learning method improves the detecting
accuracy but also increases the false alarms at the same time.
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IV. MODELS ENSEMBLE

Due to the efficiency of the BNN model, the ensemble
learning approaches are acceptable for further improving the
performance with some efficiency loss.

Considering a binary classification problem, y ∈ {−1,+1}
and the ground-truth function is f , if the error rate of classifier
hi is ε, we have

P(hi(x) 	= f (x)) = ε. (22)

If we integrate T classifiers by simply voting, we construct a
ensemble classifier H(x), that is

H(x) = sign

(
T∑

i=1

hi(x)

)

. (23)

If the error rates of classifier hi are independent, the error rate
of the ensemble classifier H(x) is

P(H(x) 	= f (x)) =
T/2∑

k=0

(
T
k

)
(1 − ε)kεT−k

≤ exp

(
−1

2
T(1 − 2ε)2

)
. (24)

Theoretically, the error rate will go down to near zero with
more and more classifiers integrated. The variance of the inte-
grated classifiers is important for improving the performance
of the ensemble model. Thus, we propose two shallower
network structures with ten layers and eight layers marked as
BNN-10 and BNN-8 to improve the diversity without increas-
ing too much computation complexity. The details of BNN-10
and BNN-8 are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

Generally, given a dataset of n examples D = {(xi, yi)}
|D| = n, the ensemble learning model H uses an aggrega-
tion function G that aggregates T inducers, {h1, h2, . . . , hT} to
predict a single output

y = H(x) = G(h1, h2, . . . , hT)(x) (25)

where y ∈ R for regression problems and y ∈ Z for classi-
fication problems. To fit this hotspot detection problem, the
following ensemble policies are adopted for the ensemble
model. In this article, hi(x) = [h0

i (x), h1
i (x)], where hk

i (x) is
the output for the kth class of the classifier hi. Because the
hotspot detection problem is a binary classification problem,
k ∈ {0, 1}. In the voting-based policies hk

i (x) ∈ {0, 1}, the
first-level classifiers output the predicted class indices. In the
averaging-based and stacking policies hi(x) ∈ R

+, the first-
level classifiers output the softmax probability distributions of
classes.

A. Voting-Based Policies

Majority Voting: In this policy, each classifier hi has the
same weight. The class which gets the most votes is selected

H(x) =
{

[0, 1]
∑T

i=1 h0
i (x) <

∑T
i=1 h1

i (x)
[1, 0] else.

(26)

Weighted Voting: In this policy, each classifier hi has weight
wi based on its error rate εi on the test set. The sum of weights

wi is 1. The definition of wi is

wi =
1
εi∑T

k=1
1
εk

. (27)

The class which gets the most weighted votes is selected as
well

H(x) =
{

[0, 1]
∑T

i=1 wih0
i (x) <

∑T
i=1 wih1

i (x)
[1, 0] else.

(28)

B. Averaging-Based Policies

Simple Averaging: In this policy, the output of the single
classifier hi is the predicted probability distribution, the ensem-
ble model simply averages these probability distributions as
the final output

H(x) = 1

T

T∑

i=1

hi(x). (29)

Weighted Averaging: Different from the simple averaging,
each classifier hi gets weight wi based on its error rate εi in
the weighted averaging policy. The definition of wi is shown
in (27). The ensemble model H averages the outputs of the
first-level classifiers hi according to their weights as the final
output

H(x) =
T∑

i=1

wihi(x). (30)

C. Stacking

Different from the above policies, in stacking procedure, a
model is trained to combine the individual first-level classi-
fiers. The combiner is called meta-learner. The basic idea of
the stacking algorithm is to train the first-level classifiers with
the original training dataset and then generate a new dataset
for training the meta-learner, where the outputs of the first-
level classifiers are treated as input features while the original
labels are still regarded as labels of the new training dataset.
The general procedure of stacking is illustrated in Algorithm 2.

A new dataset is built from the outputs of the first-level
classifiers while training the meta-learner. If this dataset is
generated from exactly the same dataset used to train the clas-
sifiers, that may cause overfitting. So following the practice of
the previous paper, the cross-validation procedure is adopted to
exclude the data used for generating the new dataset from the
training set used for training the first-level classifiers. In the
experiment, we adopt the k-fold cross-validation procedure.
The whole dataset D is split into k equal parts D1, . . . , Dk.
D−j is defined as D−j = D\Dj. The first-level classifier ht is
trained on D−j as h−j

t . For an instance xi in Dj, the output
of h−j

t is zit = h−j
t (xi) and the new dataset generated from

the instance xi is zi = (zi1, . . . , ziT), yi. The new dataset for
training the meta-learner is

D′ = {(zi, yi)}m
i=1. (31)

The meta-learner h′ learns a function from zi to yi. Then, the
first-level classifiers are regenerated by training on the whole
training dataset.
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Fig. 7. Network structure of BNN-10.

Fig. 8. Network structure of BNN-8.

Algorithm 2 Stacking Procedure
Input:

1: D = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn)}: Training set;
2: ζ1, . . . , ζT : first-level classifiers learning algorithms;
3: ζ : Ensemble model learning algorithm.
4: for t = 1 to T do
5: hi = ζi(D)

6: end for
7: D′ = ∅

8: for i = 1 to n do
9: for t = 1 to T do

10: zit = ht(xi)

11: end for
12: D′ = D′ ∪ ((zi1, . . . , ziT), yi)

13: end for
14: h′ = ζ(D′)
Output:
15: H(x) = h′(h1(x), . . . , hT(x)): Ensemble classifier.

Because we only have three models, the T-fold cross-
validation procedure can lose too many instances for training
the first-level classifiers although these they will be trained
on the whole training set after the whole cross-validation pro-
cedure. As a result, we adopt tenfold cross-validation in the
training process.

Following the practice in [51] and [52], class probability dis-
tributions are used instead of crisp class labels as features for

the new dataset to show the confidence of the individual first-
level classifiers. Multiresponse linear regression (MLR) [53]
is adopted for the meta-learner. MLR is a variant of the least-
square linear regression algorithm. For conventional linear
regression model Mlr, to predict the probability of the kth class
pk in a K-class classification problem with input instance as xi

pk = Mlr([zi1, . . . , ziT ])

min ‖pk − yi[k]‖2 (32)

where zit is the output of the t-th classifier which has K fea-
tures. The model is trained by minimizing the square error
between pk and yi[k], where yi[k] is the kth element of yi. The
class with highest pk is selected as the predicted class.

The MLR model is a little different from LR. Only the
probability of the kth class predicted by first-level classifiers
is used to construct the model when predict the probability of
the kth class

pk = Mmlr([zi1[k], . . . , ziT [k]])

min ‖pk − yi[k]‖2 (33)

where zit[k] is the kth element of the output of the t-th
first-level classifier. With MLR, better performance is usually
achieved than adopting LR.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup

All our training and testing code is built on MXNet [54]
referring to the implementation in [55]. We train and test our
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Fig. 9. Dataset examples. (a) and (b) Hotspots. (c) and (d) Nonhotspots.

TABLE II
BENCHMARK STATISTICS

TABLE III
TRAINING HYPERPARAMETER SETTINGS

model on a machine with a 4-core Intel CPU and a Nvidia
GTX 1060 GPU.

Following the practice in [22], we merge all the patterns of
the ICCAD 2012 contest to verify the scalability of our model.
Fig. 9 shows some samples of the dataset. Due to the fact that
the ICCAD 2012 benchmark lacks the diversity of patterns,
we further experiment on the more challenging ICCAD 2019
benchmark. The statistics of the datasets is listed in Table II.
For training data, columns “# Training HS” and “# Training
NHS” show the numbers of hotspots and nonhotspots in the
training set, respectively. For testing data, columns “# Testing
HS” and “# Testing NHS” give the numbers of hotspots and
nonhotspots in the testing set. The ICCAD 19-1 dataset and
ICCAD 19-2 dataset share the same training set.

B. Training Details

We present the training details in this section. Table III
shows the hyperparameter settings.

1) Data Preprocessing: Different from normal image clas-
sification problems, the hotspots might be anywhere in the
input layout clips so the widely used randomly cropping aug-
mentation method is not adopted in this article. Note that
the input layout clips are all square. The input binary images
are simply downsampled to [ls, ls]. After careful tuning, ls is
finally set as 128 which achieves a nice balance between accu-
racy and speed. Random horizontal and vertical flipping are
performed for training which can improve the diversity of the
dataset and increase the trained model’s generalization abil-
ity due to the flipping variance of the convolution operation.
Compared with preprocessing methods adopted in previous
works, such as DCT-based feature tensor extraction [22] and

maximal circle mutual information (MCMI) scheme [14], our
preprocessing method keeps the most spatial information of
the original patterns.

2) Training Hyperparameters: The real-valued kernels
are initialized with Xavier initializer [46]. We do not use
dropout [56] following the practice in ResNet paper [47].

The optimizer adopted for training the model is Nesterov-
accelerated adaptive moment estimation (NAdam) opti-
mizer [50], which combines adaptive moment estimation
(Adam) optimizer [57] and Nesterov-accelerated gradient
(NAG) optimizer [58]. We train our model using mini-batches
of size 128 for 150 epoches and pick the model with the best
performance on the validation set. We set the initial learning
rate as 0.15. The learning rate decay scheme is to exponen-
tially decay each 40 epoch which is used in [59]. The bias
term is set to 0.2 as mentioned in Section III-E.

C. Experimental Results on ICCAD 2012 Benchmark

To evaluate the performance of our ensemble learning
model, we compare the results of the ensemble model on the
ICCAD 2012 benchmark with our preliminary results in [23]
as shown in Table IV. Four main metrics are listed in the
table. “False Alarm (%)” denotes the ratio of false alarms
(Definition 2) to all nonhotspots. “Runtime (s)” denotes the
evaluating time of the model. “ODST (s)” denotes the over-
all detection simulation time (Definition 3). “Accuracy (%)”
denotes the hotspot detection accuracy. All deep learning mod-
els are accelerated with a middle-end graphic card Nvidia
GTX1060. The others are tested on CPU only. Following [60],
we set the lithography simulation time per instance tls in (3)
as 10 s to calculate the ODST.

“DAC19 [23]” lists the results of the model in our prelim-
inary work [23]; “BNN-10” and “BNN-8” correspond to the
results obtained by the two shallower models with ten layers
and eight layers, respectively; “E-MV” and “E-WV” show the
results of the ensemble models which take majority voting pol-
icy and weighted voting policy in Section IV-A; “E-SA” and
“E-WA” correspond to the ensemble models with simple aver-
aging policy and weighted averaging policy in Section IV-B;
and “E-Stacking” lists the result of the ensemble model with
stacking algorithm in Algorithm 2.

In this article, we adopt ensemble learning approaches to
further improve the performance of the binary neural network
models. As listed in Table IV, the two shallower networks get
lower accuracy and more false alarms than the original model
due to the network structure complexity loss but with more
computation and storage efficiency. The next five ensemble
models (E-MV, E-WV, E-SA, E-WA, and E-Stacking) com-
bine the original model and the two shallower models BNN-10
and BNN-8 to achieve a better performance. The ensemble
models almost outperform the original BNN model in accu-
racy (99.3%, 99.2%, 99.3%, 99.3%, and 99.4% versus 99.2%
of [23]). The “E-SA” and “E-Stacking” also outperform the
original model in false alarm rate (20.5% of “E-SA,” 19.7%
of “E-Stacking” versus 20.6% of [23]). The “E-MV,” “E-
WV,” and “E-WA” achieve comparable performance in false
alarms as well. The runtime of the ensemble models is almost
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TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL MODELS AND THE ENSEMBLE MODELS ON ICCAD 2012 BENCHMARK

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS WITH PREVIOUS HOTSPOT DETECTORS ON ICCAD 2012 BENCHMARK

TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART HOTSPOT DETECTORS ON ICCAD 2019 BENCHMARK

the same which is about 2.25 times of the original model.
But considering the efficiency of the original model, the run-
time increase is acceptable. The best-performed “E-Stacking”
model also outperforms the original model in ODST (51 776 s
of “E-Stacking” versus 52 970 s of [23]) which enormously
remedies the runtime increase.

Some of the ensemble models get more false alarms than the
original model. We think the reason might be that the models
trained with biased learning approaches do not predict con-
fidently enough for nonhotpots. There is a tradeoff between
the accuracy and false alarm achieved by decreasing the
confidence of nonhotspot predictions. Therefore, some inap-
propriate weight distributions can possibly lead to more false
alarms. Also results in [61]–[63] show that weighted aver-
aging is not clearly superior to simple averaging because of
overfitting problems.

We then compare our model’s hotspot detection results with
four previous hotspot detectors in Table V. “SPIE’15 [11]”
adopts the density-based layout features and the AdaBoost-
DecisionTree model. “ICCAD’16 [14]” applies optimized
CCS feature and online learning scheme for hotspot detection.
“TCAD’18 [22]” improves the hotspot detection performance
with DCT-based feature extraction and deep biased learning
algorithm. “DAC’19 [23]” enormously improves the efficiency
of the hotspot detector with a residual BNN architecture.
“E-Stacking” is our best-performed ensemble model which
adopts the stacking algorithm in Algorithm 2 to combine the
model of [23] and its two shallower variants.

The experimental results show that our model achieves
the best performance in the ICCAD-2012 testcase. Overall
our “E-Stacking” ensemble model outperforms the previous
hotspot detectors in both accuracies (99.4% of E-Stacking
versus 84.2% of SPIE’15; 97.7% of ICCAD’16; 98.4% of
TCAD’18; and 99.2% of DAC’19) and false alarm rate
(19.7% of E-Stacking versus 21.6% of SPIE’15; 33.3% of
ICCAD’16; 26.2% of TCAD’18; and 20.6% of DAC’19). Due
to the fewest false alarms our ensemble model achieves, “E-
Stacking” gets the lowest ODST among all hotspot detectors as
well. Although the ensemble “E-Stacking” model loses some
computation efficiency compared with the original BNN model
in DAC’19 due to the models ensemble (136 s of “E-Stacking”
versus 60 s of DAC’19), the runtime of “E-Stacking” is still
acceptable because it is still more efficient than all other hot-
pot detectors. That should be owed to the efficiency of the
BNN architecture.

D. Experimental Results on ICCAD 2019 Benchmark

We further experiment our method on the more challenging
ICCAD 2019 dataset [64]. Table VI shows the results of the
state-of-the-art methods [22], [23] and the best-performed “E-
Stacking” model on the benchmark.

In the ICCAD 2019-1 dataset, the “E-Stacking” ensem-
ble model outperforms the other two state-of-the-art methods
in both accuracy (80.9% of E-Stacking versus 76.0% of
TCAD’18 and 80.9% of DAC’19) and false alarm rate (2.5%
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of E-Stacking versus 2.6% of TCAD’18 and 3.5% of DAC’19).
In the ICCAD 2019-2 dataset, the “E-Stacking” ensemble
model gets the best performance as well in both accuracy
(89.8% of E-Stacking versus 88.4% of TCAD’18 and 89.9%
of DAC’19) and false alarm rate (83.9% of E-Stacking ver-
sus 87.8% of TCAD’18 and 84.1% of DAC’19). We also
notice that in the ICCAD 2019 benchmark paper [64] the
VTS’18 [65] method gets a quite low false alarm rate by gener-
ating synthetic hotspot patterns and adding them to the training
set so as to enhance the training set. Since the generated pat-
terns for training is not released yet, we do not compare it with
the other methods which are trained on the released training
set temporarily. The “E-Stacking” model loses some efficiency
compared with the single model (130 s of E-Stacking versus
59 s of DAC’19 and 1090 s of E-Stacking versus 498 s of
DAC’19) which is similar to the results in the previous exper-
iments. Due to the fewest false alarms, the “E-Stacking” model
still gets the lowest ODST among the three methods in both
ICCAD 2019-1 and ICCAD 2019-2 datasets.

VI. CONCLUSION

Deep neural network models have been applied to hotspot
detection and achieved great successes. However, the deep
neural network models can also lead to enormous computa-
tional and storage consumption. In this article, considering
the binary characteristic of the lithography layout, we pro-
pose a BNN-based architecture to address this problem. The
downsampled images of the patterns are taken as the inputs
directly, and the spatial information of the patterns can be cap-
tured in our approach. The experimental results on ICCAD
2012 and 2019 benchmarks show that the BNN-based archi-
tecture outperforms previous hotspot detectors and achieves an
8× speedup over the best deep learning-based solution. We
further adopt ensemble learning approaches which combine
the BNN-based model and its two shallower virant models
to further improve the performance of the BNN model. The
experimental results show that the ensemble model achieves
better hotspot detection performance compared with the orig-
inal BNN-base model with acceptable efficiency loss. Note
that BNNs are more compatible with digital circuits than tra-
ditional CNNs. Thus, the more efficient hardware-accelerated
hotspot detectors are expected.
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